Society for Risk Analysis

Guidelines for Recognition of Deceased Members

SRA currently has no systematic guidelines for announcing and recognizing SRA members who have died. These guidelines are meant to create consistency in how deceased members are recognized in SRA publications and memorialized on the SRA website in a new “In Memoriam” section added to the website in March of 2021. This section’s information about members who have passed has been provided to the society by family or other members.

Guidelines for Member Notification and Memorial Announcement

- **Past Presidents**
  - Announcement in the next member e-newsletter following notification, with link to memorial announcement on site
  - Listing in memorial section of website, including brief biographical statement
    - Staff to draft based on public obituary, family input and/or content from colleagues
- **All other members**
  - Listing of names and date of passing on website
  - Biographical statement not included on website
    - Link may be provided to public memorial listing if provided

Recognition at SRA Annual Meeting

All SRA members that SRA has been made aware of who have passed away during the preceding calendar year will be recognized at the SRA Annual Meeting in the following manner:

- Names listed alphabetically on scrolling slide during the annual Business Meeting
- A moment of silence will be observed